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ABSTRACT

A new and improved RRT∗ algorithm has been developed to address the low efficiency of obstacle avoidance
planning and long path distances in the electric vehicle automatic charging robot arm. This algorithm enables
the robot to avoid obstacles, find the optimal path, and complete automatic charging docking. It maintains the
global completeness and path optimality of the RRT algorithm while also improving the iteration speed and quality
of generated paths in both 2D and 3D path planning. After finding the optimal path, the B-sample curve is used
to optimize the rough path to create a smoother and more optimal path. In comparison experiments, the new
algorithm yielded reductions of 35.5%, 29.2%, and 11.7% in search time and 22.8%, 19.2%, and 9% in path length for
the 3D environment. Finally, experimental validation of the automatic charging of electric vehicles was conducted
to further verify the effectiveness of the algorithm. The simulation experimental validation was carried out by
kinematic modeling and building an experimental platform. The error between the experimental results and the
simulation results is within 10%. The experimental results show the effectiveness and practicality of the algorithm.
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1 Introduction

With the rapid development of driverless and electric vehicles, electric vehicles have become
a significant research hit in automatic charging [1,2]. The current research on automatic charging
automated arms mainly includes visual calibration [3], trajectory planning [4,5], motion control [6],
and obstacle avoidance [7]. In addition, automated arm obstacle avoidance time is also considered in
the field of automatic charging, so it is crucial to study the optimal planning time for robotic arm
obstacle avoidance. However, due to the coupling between the automated arm linkages, which cannot
be considered as mass points, the planning needs to detect the arm collision at each position, which
makes planning difficult and takes a long time. Therefore, it is crucial to research ways to decrease the
time cost of automated arm path planning and the route cost of automated arm motion to lower the
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energy consumption and wear of automated arm motion and adapt to application situations requiring
greater speed.

Contemporary scholars have done a great deal of research on the methods and strategies of robotic
arm path planning [8]. In recent years, more scholars have chosen to map the arm shape into Cartesian
space to complete the robotic arm path planning [9]. The commonly used path planning methods in
Cartesian space are the artificial potential field method [10], the ant colony algorithm [11,12], and
the A∗ algorithm [13]. However, these methods each have their weaknesses: local property of artificial
potential planning time of A∗ algorithm. These methods are more suitable for the path planning of
mobile robots in two-dimensional maps, and the operation is complicated and time-consuming in
the high-dimensional space of robotic arms. To solve path plans in high-dimensional space, LaValle
[14] first proposed the Rapidly exploring Random Trees, RRT. The algorithm can quickly sample
in high dimensional spaces without modeling due to its random sampling mechanism and has the
integrity to explore directional probabilities. However, its expansion may be off the target direction, so
convergence is slow. Salzman et al. [15] proposed an improved learning method to address the problems
of the RRT algorithm, such as low search efficiency. The shortest path is introduced into the RRT
algorithm as a distance metric to speed up planning and shorten the path distance. Experimental
results show that the method shortens the planning time and path length. But there are plenty of
iteration points. Jeong et al. [16] proposed a Quick-RRT∗ algorithm to address the problem of slow
convergence of the RRT∗ algorithm. It is shown experimentally that the algorithm can further improve
performance by combining it with other sampling strategies. However, it has not been verified in the
high dimensional environment, which cannot guarantee the good practicability of the manipulator.
Wang et al. [17] proposed KB-RRT∗ algorithm. The method retains the advantage of bi-directional
search, resulting in shorter paths. Simulation experiments show that KB-RRT∗ performs better in path
length, achieving comparative performance in terms of the number of iterations and nodes compared
to K-RRT. But the failure rate is higher in high dimensional environment. Yuan et al. [18] proposed an
adaptive hybrid dynamic step size and target gravity path planning algorithm to address the problem of
high randomness of RRT algorithm. The method improves the ability to pass through narrow passages
as well as the forward speed. But the accuracy of the algorithm is low.

Current research on trajectory obstacle avoidance for automatic charging robots leaves much to
be desired, such as the long movement time and the extended movement distance of some improved
RRT∗ during trajectory obstacle avoidance. An improved RRT∗ algorithm is proposed in this paper
to improve the efficiency of the RRT∗ algorithm in path planning. The main improvements are in the
algorithm’s efficiency, the search time, and the path distance. And it can effectively solve the problems
of many planning branches and low success rates in the complex environment of high-dimensional
space. In addition, the proposed random tree node expansion control strategy improves the blindness
of spontaneous tree node expansion; the proposed random tree node expansion capability detection
strategy improves the convergence efficiency of the algorithm by reducing invalid nodes.

2 Research Content

In this paper, we apply machine vision algorithms [19] to identify and locate new energy vehicles
and charging ports through a self-designed robotic arm configuration and control system. It also
combines kinematic characteristics to plan the movement trajectory and ultimately automate the
charging operation. Fig. 1 shows this paper’s overall structure.
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Figure 1: Framework of research content

Firstly, the charging port is roughly localized based on the automatic charging device by the
homemade dataset, self-trained YOLOv4 target detection deep learning algorithm. Then the tradi-
tional image processing methods such as Hoff circle transform feature point extraction, KM feature
matching algorithm, and single response matrix solution are used to precisely locate the charging port.
The spatial position coordinates are obtained to provide the target position for the movement of the
charging robot arm.

Secondly, the RRT∗ algorithm is improved to enable better obstacle avoidance for complex
environments. The convergence times and path distances of the improved RRT∗ and RRT∗ and RRT in
two and three dimensions are compared. The outcomes demonstrate that an improved RRT∗ algorithm
may converge more quickly and precisely. Target points can be located rapidly.

Finally, the motion path of the charging robotic arm is planned based on the obtained vehicle
charging port position. Forward and reverse kinematics analysis of the automatic charging device
based on the D-H parameter method. Determine the transformation relationship between the end of
the robotic arm and each joint variable of the robotic arm. D-H kinematic modeling of the automatic
charging robotic arm based on the Matlab Robotics Toolbox and verification of its workspace
accuracy. Finally, experimental verification was conducted to finally achieve accurate docking of the
automatic charging.

3 Charging Port Identification and Positioning

Electric vehicles are to be charged automatically. The position of the vehicle charging port must
first be determined. The identification and positioning of the vehicle charging port is part of a precise
positioning process. The sensor used in the process is a local camera, and the calibrated camera
captures the image of the vehicle’s charging port to be charged. The YOLO identification and ROI
extraction, Hoff circle detection, and other image processing processes are completed to obtain the
location information of the vehicle charging port and guide the charging gun to complete the docking
with the charging port [20].
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3.1 The YOLOv4 Target Detection Algorithm
The YOLOv4 algorithm [21] is chosen as the target detection algorithm due to its improved

accuracy over YOLOv3. YOLOv4 uses many data enhancement methods and integrates more fully
into the training process, while YOLOv5 has a smaller network and trains very quickly but is slightly
less accurate than YOLOv4. YOLOv4 is an improved version of YOLOv3 that modifies the backbone
network to achieve a balance between operation speed and detection accuracy. Fig. 2 shows the
network structure of YOLOv4.

Figure 2: YOLOv4 network architecture

The composition and meaning of the basic components in the figure are:

CBM [21]: Convolution block, it is the smallest component in the YOLOv4 network structure and
consists of three normalization functions: Convolution, Batch normalization, and Mish.

CBL: Convolution block consists of Conv + Bn + Leaky_relu activation function.

Res unit: Residual block consists of two convolutional blocks and an add layer, which can build a
deeper network by drawing lessons from the residual structure in Resnet network.

SPP: Spatial Pyramid Pooling. The multi-scale fusion was carried out with the maximum pooling
of 1 × 1, 5 × 5, 9 × 9, 13 × 13.

In this paper, the YOLOv4 algorithm is adopted based on its performance comparison with other
commonly used target detection algorithms, as shown in Fig. 3. The comparison shows that YOLOv4
has an obvious improvement in AP, reaching 44 without decreasing FPS, after being improved on the
basis of YOLOv3.
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Figure 3: Performance comparison of target detection algorithms

3.2 Charge Port Image Acquisition
To obtain location information, image recognition and target detection algorithms need to be

applied to the camera images, requiring real-time computing capability for the automatic charging
system. The Jetson Nano addresses this need by running multiple neural networks simultaneously for
various AI applications like object detection, speech processing, and image classification. Equipped
with a quad-core CORTEX-A57 processor, a 128-core Maxwell GPU, and 4 GB of LPDDR RAM,
the Jetson Nano delivers a powerful computing performance of 472GFLOPS and supports popular
AI frameworks and algorithms.

The coordinates captured through the camera on the auto-charge are a rough value whose main
function is to provide information on the general location of the charging port, which is used to guide
the robotic arm joint to drive the charging gun to the nearby area. Since the camera used lacks depth
information, it cannot obtain the distance between the charging gun and the plane where the charging
port is located, so the coordinates cannot be determined directly, but the location of the charging
port can be determined by the transformation relationship between the two pictures. The specific
approach is to first human control the automatic charging device to achieve docking, and then control
the charging robotic arm to exit along the direction of the central axis of the charging port to a certain
distance d. Then the local camera is activated to take pictures and obtain the image in this state. During
the photographing process, it is necessary to ensure that the image captured by the local camera at this
distance contains the complete charging port.

3.3 Creation of the Charging Port Image Dataset
After capturing the image, the image needs to be processed, firstly extracting the location of the

charging port in the image and segmenting its area to remove the interference of the background part.
The YOLO algorithm is used in the step of determining whether the charging port exists or not. Based
on the YOLOv4 network model, images of charging ports are collected, a dataset is created, and a
model weight file specifically for identifying charging ports is trained by itself.
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The step of segmenting the charge port region is called ROI extraction [22]. It is a selected region of
the image outlined in boxes, circles, ellipses, irregular polygons, etc., from the image that is the focus of
attention for image analysis and circling the region for further processing. Using ROI to circle a target
reduces processing time, increases accuracy, and brings considerable convenience to image processing.

In this study, the rectangular box drawn by YOLOv4 in identifying the charging port is used. to
locate the charging port, as shown in Fig. 4. And the original image is segmented by using the location
size information of this rectangular box. Extracting the charging port region is for ROI extraction, as
shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 4: YOLO identification charging port

Figure 5: ROI extraction

To identify vehicles and charging ports, the YOLOv4 algorithm is employed, and approximately
1000 parking images are collected for each. This results in a total of 2000 images that comprise the
dataset, as depicted in Fig. 6.
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(a) Car image

(b) Charging port image 

Figure 6: Vehicle image data set
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3.4 Feature Point Detection Based on the Hough Circle Transform
The purpose of feature point detection is to obtain distinctive feature points of the charging port

in the picture to be detected for matching localization, as shown in Fig. 7. As the fast charging port
of the vehicle is a national standard, there is a fixed size and shape. The charging port consists of a
typical cylindrical electrical connector; therefore, feature points are extracted from the charging port
using Hough transform circle detection [23].

Figure 7: Hough transform circle detection and feature point extraction

3.5 Analysis of the Training Process for the Charging Port Dataset
A YOLOv4 convolutional neural network is trained using a sample set until the loss curves and

evaluation indicators reach a stable state, and 100 iterations are performed. The training process is
monitored by plotting the training set loss and learning rate curves in Fig. 8, and the charging port
image data training set accuracy epoch graph in Fig. 9. The training effect is good as the loss rate and
accuracy stabilize at 0.1 and 0.9, respectively, after 100 iterations.

Table 1 shows the performance comparison between YOLOv3 and YOLOv4 algorithms. With an
unchanged training set and test set, YOLOv4 AP can reach 44, and the running speed is significantly
improved.
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Figure 8: Training set loss plot and learning rate plot

Figure 9: Charging port image data training set accuracy epoch curve

Table 1: Real-time comparative analysis of two algorithms

Method APval APtest SpeedGPU (ms) FPS

YOLOv3 33 33 6.7 170
YOLOv4 44 44 7.0 220

In this paper, the complexity of the target detection algorithm is calculated by the time complexity.
To calculate the complexity of the YOLOv4 algorithm, it depends on the size of the input image, the
depth of the network, and the hardware device. It takes about 14 s to process 2000 datasets.
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3.6 Positioning of Charging Port Coordinates
In addition to deep learning to determine the specific location of the charge port coordinates,

camera calibration is also required. Camera calibration refers to the relationship between the location
of the camera image pixel points and the corresponding real environment point location. The
calibration parameters mainly include internal and external parameters, where the internal parameter
is the characteristic parameter of the camera itself. In contrast, the external parameter is the camera’s
pose in the world coordinate system. The derivation of the formula leads to:
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⎦ is the internal reference of the camera and
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]
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reference of the camera, both of which can be obtained by calibration. fx and fy are the focal lengths
of the pixels in the x and y directions, respectively, and (u0, v0) is the pixel coordinate of the camera’s
optical center.

From the Homography Matrix [24], denoted H, we know that a specific object in space, two
pictures taken with a camera at different angles, image1 and image2, and there are P points in both
pictures. The pixel coordinates of P points in the two pictures are P1 (u1, v1) and P2 (u2, v2), respectively.
It can be simply considered that the transformation relationship between these two coordinates is the
single-response transformation, i.e., P1 = HP2 (or P2 = HP1), written the homogeneous coordinates as:

K
(

B
[
X Y Z

]T + M
)

(2)

P = [X Y Z]T is a point in space, the picture taken by the camera at the initial position is image1,
i.e., the positioning reference picture, at which point the movement of the camera has no rotation and
no translation. is the unit matrix, is 0. P is a point in the picture, then the pixel coordinates P1 (u1, v1,
1) of point P in image1 satisfy:

s1P1 = KP ⇔ P = s1K
−1P1 (3)

After the camera has moved with the rotation matrix R and translation matrix T, the picture is
image2, which, to be detected, is taken and contains the spatial point P. The pixel coordinates P2 (u2,
v2, 1) of the point P in image2 satisfy:

s2P2 = K (BP + M) (4)

The point P is a point on the space plane, which is defined by:

nTP + d = 0 ⇔ −nTP
d

= 1 (5)
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By combining Eqs. (3)–(5), we can get:
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Because of the scale invariance of homogeneous coordinates P1 and P2, s1, s2 are scale factors and
their specific values are not considered, so the Homography Matrix H is:

H = K
(

B − nTM
d

)
K−1 (8)

In the charging port identification and positioning process, the shooting position of the position-
ing reference picture image1 is located directly in front of the vehicle charging port, as shown in Fig. 10,
the center normal of the camera imaging plane (yellow dashed line in the figure) is parallel to the center
axis of the charging port (red dashed line in the figure), the distance between the image plane and the
charging port plane is d. At this time, the local camera position is recorded as Pcam1. The robotic arm
only needs to be in this attitude. The robotic arm only needs to move in the direction parallel to the
center axis of the charging port to complete the docking of the charging gun and the charging port.

Pcam1 =
[

B1 M1

0 1

]
(9)

Figure 10: Diagram of the target image shooting position

The position of the picture to be detected varies depending on the result of the rough positioning,
note that the local camera position at this point is Pcam2:

Pcam2 =
[

B2 M2

0 1

]
(10)

The Homography Matrix formed by rotation matrix B and translation matrix M obtained by
homologous matrix is:

Trans =
[

B M
0 1

]
(11)
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The relationship among the three is as follows:

Pcam2 · Trans = Pcam1 (12)

The transformation of the coordinates of the same point P in space under the two camera
coordinate systems Pcam1 and Pcam2 satisfies the relationship:

P2 = B · P1 + M (13)

However, it should be noted that B and M obtained from the Homography Matrix solution
are quantities under the camera coordinate system relative to the Pcam1 local camera, without scale
information, and cannot be directly superimposed and used when calculating the World coordinates
of the point. The scale value between the two is the distance between the image plane and the charging
port plane in Pcam1 as d. Therefore, the world coordinates of the point under the two camera coordinate
systems satisfy the following relationship:

P2 = B · P1 + d · M (14)

4 Improving the RRT∗ Algorithm
4.1 RRT and the RRT∗ Algorithm

A diagram of the RRT expansion process is shown in Fig. 6. The principle is to take a starting
point as the root node and generate a random expansion tree by sampling nodes randomly in a fast
way. When all the nodes in the random tree enter the target region, a path from the starting point to
the target point can be found. The random tree expansion process is shown in Fig. 11. L paths can be
obtained by searching for the parent nodes from the target point until the starting point is reached.
The one with the shortest length is selected as the final planned path.

Figure 11: Diagram of the RRT extension process

The RRT algorithm is based on the following pseudo-code. The pseudo-code of the RRT
algorithm is shown below:

RRT Algorithm 1:
Input: M, cinit, cgoal, ρ

Output: path
T.init();
for i = 1 to n do

(Continued)
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RRT Algorithm 1: (continued)
crand = Get_RandomNode();
cnearst = Get_NearstNode();
cnew = Get_NewNode(crand, cnearst, ρ);
if ObstacFree (cnearst, cnew,M)then
Path = T.AddNode(cnew)
if cnew = cgoal then
Return(Path);
end for

The effectiveness and completeness of the RRT algorithm have been well verified, but the algo-
rithm still suffers from low search efficiency, non-optimal paths, and excessive memory consumption.

Therefore, some scholars have proposed the RRT∗ algorithm, which adds two new optimization-
seeking processes, selecting the parent nodes and reconnecting them, when performing random tree
expansion. In addition to adding the new node obtained by sampling to the tree, the algorithm also
re-searches for the existence of a new parent node among the tree nodes contained within a circular
neighborhood at a certain distance from the new node. If the new node is connected to that parent
node to obtain a less costly path, the new node is reconnected to the parent node. The RRT∗ algorithm
process is shown in Fig. 12. The pseudo code of the RRT∗ algorithm is shown below.

(a)Node extensions (b) Selecting the optimal parent node (c)Random tree reconnection

Figure 12: Path finding process of the RRT∗ algorithm

RRT∗ Algorithm 2: ρ = (V, E) = RRT∗(cinit)
ρ ← InitializeTree();
ρ ← InserNode(β, cinit, ρ);
for i = 1 to i = N do

crand = Sample(i);
cnearest = nearest(ρ, crand);
(xnew, unew, tnew) = Steer(cnearest, crand);
if Obstaclefree(xnew) then
Cnear = Near(ρ, cnew, |V |);
Cmin = ChooseParent(cnear, cnearest, cnew, xnew);
ρ = InsertNode(cmin, cnew, ρ);
ρ = ReWire(ρ, cnear, cmin, cnew);

return ρ
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4.2 Principle of the Improved RRT∗ Algorithm
The traditional RRT∗ algorithm is asymptotically optimal, and its memory consumption and

computational effort to prune the random tree T increases exponentially as the number of nodes
continues to increase while the algorithm’s search efficiency and node usage continue to decrease.

An improved RRT∗ path planning algorithm for complex environments with multiple obstacles
is proposed for the RRT algorithm memory consumption problem. The algorithm can improve the
efficiency of the RRT∗ search and speed up the convergence speed, reducing memory consumption.
The improved RRT∗ algorithm first simplifies the global raster map, based on which it finds the
optimal set of path points from the starting point to the target point. The path is then used as a guide
path for the algorithm. Then the guide path is expanded by an intelligent sampling factor to obtain an
intelligent sampling region. And combine the un-simplified global raster map and the smart sampling
area, and continuously iterate the search in the intelligent sampling area. A cost-effective, collision-
free path from the starting point to the target point is obtained. Finally, combining the rotation radius
of the automatic charging device and the B-sample curve-based path optimization, an optimized path
with a smooth path and continuous curvature is generated. Thus, the mobile robot reaches the target
point quickly, smoothly and safely along this globally optimized path.

For path optimization, the basic requirements must be met: continuity of the two-point trajectory,
trajectory passing through a fixed point, and trajectory without collision. Each straight line is divided
into small paths according to the nodes, and the time t for the robot arm to pass is assigned by the path
length and the average speed, for which purpose, let P denote the trajectory path. Then the equation
formed by P is:

p (t) = p0 + p1t + p2t2 · · · + pntn =
n∑

i=0

piti (15)

p(t) = [1, t, t2, . . . , tn] · p (16)

v(t) = p′(t) = [0, 1, 2t, 3t, 4t2, . . . , ntn−1] · p (17)

a(t) = p′′(t) = [0, 0, 2, 6t, 12t2, . . . , n(n − 1)tn−2] · p (18)

jerk (t) = p(3) (t) =
[

0, 0, 0, 6, 24t, . . . ,
n!

(n − 3)!
tn−3

]
· p (19)

snap (t) = p(4) (t) =
[

0, 0, 0, 0, 24, . . . ,
n!

(n − 4)!
tn−4

]
· p (20)

pi = [pi0, pi1, . . . , pin]T (21)

p = [pT
1 , pT

2 , . . . , pT
k ]T (22)

Fig. 13 shows the improved RRT∗ algorithm flow.
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Figure 13: Improved RRT∗ algorithm flow
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5 Simulation Experiments and Analysis

Two experiments are designed to verify the improved RRT algorithm’s effectiveness. The first set
of experiments does not consider the collision detection of the robotic arm, treats the robotic arm as a
mass point in space, and conducts path planning simulation experiments on standard RRT, RRT∗ and
improved RRT∗ in two-dimensional and three-dimensional space, respectively. In contrast, the second
set of experiments builds an electric vehicle automatic charging model and completes the automatic
charging of the vehicle through the algorithm.

5.1 Two-Dimensional Spatial Simulation
Set the simulation field (simulation field size 200 ∗ 200), the geometry inside the box represents the

obstacle, the area outside the geometry is the reachable area, and set the step size to 20. The maximum
number of iterations is 3000. the MATLAB experimental platform is 2018b and 50 simulations are
performed and the average value is taken. The thin short lines indicate the random tree branches, and
the thick lines connecting the start and target points indicate the final generated paths. The simulation
experiments ignore the robot’s own size and consider the environment after puffing. The same start
point, end point and obstacles are designed when the environment is known. The comparison results
of RRT, RRT∗, other improved RRT∗ algorithms, and the improved RRT∗ algorithm in this paper are
shown in the simulation experiments comparing the four algorithms in Fig. 14, Environment A, and
Fig. 15, Environment B.

(a) RRT (b) RRT* (c) Other improved RRT* (d) Our improved RRT*

Figure 14: Comparison simulation experiment of four algorithms in Environment A

(a) RRT (b) RRT* (c) Other improved RRT* (d) Our improved RRT* 

Figure 15: Comparison simulation experiment of four algorithms in Environment B

According to the experimental results in Table 2, it can be seen that in environment A, compared
with the standard RRT, RRT∗ algorithm, and other improved RRT∗ algorithms, our improved RRT∗
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algorithm consumes 24.2%, 26.0%, and 6.9% less time, and the path cost is the length of the whole
path from the beginning to the end of the path, and the path cost is reduced by 22.9%, 15.9%, and
7.5%, respectively. In Environment B, our improved RRT∗ algorithm in this paper takes 10.1%, 24.8%,
and 5.7% less time and the path cost is 20.9%, 15.7%, and 6.2% less, respectively.

Table 2: Experimental results of automatic charging robot path planning in different environments

Type of algorithm Time spent in
Environment A (s)

Path length in
Environment A

Time spent in
Environment B (s)

Path length in
Environment B

RRT 3.72 467 5.47 633
RRT∗ 3.81 428 6.56 594
Other improved
RRT∗

3.03 387 5.23 534

Our improved RRT∗ 2.82 360 4.93 501

5.2 Three-Dimensional Spatial Simulation
The size of the simulation map is 250 ∗ 250 ∗ 250; the starting point is (10, 10, 10), and the ending

point is (200, 200, 200). And other parameters are kept the same as in the two-dimensional space
experiment. The three-dimensional comparison results of RRT algorithm, RRT∗ algorithm, other
improved RRT∗ algorithm and our improved RRT∗ algorithm are shown in Fig. 16. The comparison
can be obtained: the improved RRT∗ algorithm in this paper reduces the invalid expansion of the
random tree and the obtained paths are smoother. According to the experimental results in Table 3, it
can be seen that compared with the standard RRT, RRT∗, and other improved RRT∗ algorithms, our
improved RRT algorithm takes 35.5%, 29.2%, and 11.7% less time, and the path length is reduced by
22.8%, 19.2%, and 9%, respectively. It shows that the improved RRT∗ algorithm in this paper has a
good improvement in time and path length to meet the requirements.

Figure 16: (Continued)
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Figure 16: Simulation experiments comparing RRT with RRT∗ and RRT∗ in a 3D environment

Table 3: Experimental results of path planning in a 3D environment

Type of algorithm Time spent (s) Path length

RRT 5.83 469
RRT∗ 6.1 448
Other improved RRT∗ 4.89 398
Our improved RRT∗ 4.32 362

6 Improved DH Method Modelling
6.1 Improved DH Coordinate System Establishment

The overall structure of the electric vehicle automatic charging robot arm is shown in Fig. 17. It
is a 5-degree-of-freedom charging robot arm consisting of a moving truss, a telescopic robot arm, and
a rotating joint. Theoretically, it can cover the cubic area of the truss and charge electric vehicles with
charging ports arranged at different positions on the body. To simplify the difficulty of solving the
positive and negative kinematics [25]. A modified DH coordinate system [26] is used for modeling,
with the base coordinate system coinciding with the origin of coordinate system 1.

Figure 17: 3D model of the automatic charging robot arm
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Based on the principle of establishing the D-H coordinate system, the truss charging robot arm is
modeled with the modified DH coordinate system shown in Fig. 18.

Figure 18: Truss charging robot with improved DH coordinate system

6.2 Table of DH Parameters
The standard D-H modeling of the truss auto-charging robot was carried out to obtain the

D-H parameters of the kinematic model, θ , d, a, α, representing the joint rotation angle, linkage offset,
linkage length, and linkage torsion angle, respectively. The D-H parameter table is thus generated and
shown in Table 4.

Table 4: D-H parameters

Joint θi di ai−1 αi−1 qi

Joint 1 90° 0 0 90° d1

Joint 2 90° 0 0 90° d2

Joint 3 90° 0 0 90° d3

Joint 4 0 0.03 0 0 q4

Joint 5 0 0.1 0 90° q5

6.3 Kinematic Solving
The joint angle is known, and the process of finding the spatial attitude and position of the end

of the truss charging robot is the positive kinematic solution. The chi-square transformation matrix
of two adjacent links is:
i−1T i = TRX (αi−1) TX (ai−1) TRZ (qi) TZ (di)

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0 0
0 cαi −sαi 0
0 sαi cαi0
0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0 ai

0 1 0 0
0 0 1 1
0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

cqi −sqi 0 0
sqi cqi 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 di

0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

cqi −sqi 0 ai−1

sqicαi−1 cqicαi−1 −sαi−1 −sαi−1di

sqisαi−1 cqisαi−1 cαi−1 cαi−1di

0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

(23)

The transformation matrix of two adjacent connecting rods can be derived from the above
equation as follows:
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0T1 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

0 1 0 0
0 0 1 d1

1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ 1T2 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

0 −1 0 0
0 0 −1 −d2

1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

2T3 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

0 1 0 0
0 0 1 d3

1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ 3T4 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

cq4 −sq4 0 0
sq4 cq4 0 0
0 0 1 0.03
0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

4T5 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

cq5 −sq5 0 0
0 0 −1 −0.1
sq5 cq5 0 0
0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

(24)

The total flush transformation matrix at the actuating end of the truss charging robot can be
introduced from the second transformation matrix of the two adjacent connecting rods with respect
to the total flush transformation matrix based on the following:

0T5 = 0T1
1T2

2T3
3T4

4T5 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

nx ox ax px

ny oy ay px

nz oz az pz

0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (25)

where the equation for the end attitude of the auto-charging robot is:

nx = −cq4cq5

ny = −cq5sq4

n2 = −sq5

ox = cq4sq5

oy = −sq4sq5

oz = −cq5

ax = −sq4

ay = −cq4

az = 0

(26)

6.4 Inverse Kinematic Solution
Based on the spatial location of the target position point, solve for the distance travelled by

joint 1, joint 2 and joint 3:

0T−1
1

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

nx ox ax px

ny oy ay px

nz oz az pz

0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ = 1T2

2T3
3T4

4T5 (27)

By simplifying the above equation, we get:⎡
⎢⎢⎣

nz oz az pz

nx ox ax px

ny oy ay py − d1

0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

−sq5 −cq5 0 −d3 − 0.03
−cq4cq5 cq4sq5 −sq4 d2 − 0.1sq4

cq5sq4 −sq4sq5 −cq4 0.1cq4

0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (28)
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From the above equation, we can see that:

d1 = py − 0.1cq4; d2 = px + 0.1 sq4; d3 = −pz − 0.03 (29)

Solve for the rotation angle of joint 4 and joint 5:

q4 = arccos(−ay), q5 = arccos(−oz) (30)

6.5 Work Area Analysis
The working space of a truss charging robot arm is the spatial range that the device can reach

during normal operation, i.e., the maximum range in which the origin of the end joint coordinate
system is active in space. The working space of the truss charging manipulator’s arm is denoted as
W(P). Then the relationship between the amount of motion variation of the joint and the workspace
can be expressed by the following equation:

W (P) = {P (l) , l ∈ Q} (31)

where W(P) denotes the working area of the truss robot arm; Q denotes the spatial constraint.

Fig. 19 shows that the robotic arm can span the entire cubic space, allowing each joint fit to reach
any point in the working area. In the x-axis direction, the working range of the robotic arm is (0, 5.5);
in the y-axis direction, the working range of the robotic arm is (0, 5.5); and in the z-axis direction, the
working range of the robotic arm is (−1.8, 0) in unit m. According to the motion working domain, it
is possible to better configuration of joint size for trajectory planning.

Figure 19: Automatic charging robot arm working area

7 Path Planning Experimental Simulation Analysis

Build an automatic charging robotic arm obstacle avoidance experimental platform, which
consists of an automatic charging robotic arm, control box, electric vehicle, and PC side (CPU:
Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-12700K @5.0 Ghz, GPU: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 2080Ti), etc. This paper
uses the motion planning platform MoveIt! and the physical simulation platform Gazebo, two plug-in
modules in ROS, to model and simulate the automatic charging device. The modeling and simulation
environment used in this paper is Ubuntu 18.04, ROS melodic, MoveIt!
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According to the built-in experimental platform, a virtual working platform is developed, as
illustrated in Fig. 20, for the simulation of the motion of the automatic charging robot. The automatic
charging robot arm is simplified to a tandem robot motion model with 3 degrees of freedom of
movement and 2 degrees of freedom of rotation, as shown in Fig. 21. The effectiveness of the proposed
algorithm is verified by comparing the improved RRT∗ with RRT∗ and the optimization data of the
RRT algorithm in real and virtual experimental situations.

Figure 20: Experimental platform for automatic charging robot arm trajectory obstacle avoidance

Figure 21: Automatic charging device MoveIt! and Gazebo joint simulation

To verify the realism of the simulation results, the experimental verification is carried out by the
experimental platform of the automatic charging robotic arm trajectory obstacle avoidance in Fig. 20
with a total of 20 experiments. The robot arm motion times of the improved RRT∗ algorithm were
measured separately for 20 times. By comparing the motion times obtained experimentally with those
optimized by the simulation, it can be seen. The range does not exceed 10%, as shown in Fig. 22. In
turn, this shows the applicability of the improved RRT∗ algorithm to the automatic charging robot
arm for obstacle avoidance.
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Figure 22: Comparison of experimental and simulation time optimization results

8 Conclusion

The current research on the automatic charging of electric vehicles mainly focuses on industrial
robotics, with little research on charging port identification and path planning. Therefore, it is crucial
to study the recognition of charging ports for electric vehicles and the ability to achieve automatic
charging robots that can avoid obstacles in complex environments after recognition. This paper
presents an improved RRT∗ path planning algorithm based on a complex multi-obstacle environment.
The algorithm can achieve fast search in the global range and search for optimal paths in complex
environments. Then, through continuous iterative search, an asymptotically optimal and collision-
free path is obtained from the starting point to the target point. Finally, the path optimization based
on the B-sample curve generates a smooth and continuous curvature-optimized path so that the
automatic charging robot arm can reach the endpoint smoothly and safely. Finally, the effectiveness
and superiority of the algorithm in this paper are verified by comparing the simulation experiments of
the improved RRT∗ algorithm with the RRT∗ algorithm and the RRT algorithm. In future research, we
should further improve the accuracy of target detection and the speed and accuracy of the automatic
charging robot in docking the charging port. The optimal path is found, and the arithmetic power
is effectively reduced. In future research, algorithms that enable fast recognition, reconstruction and
transformation of obstacles in dynamic environments are explored to reduce the time overhead of
the process and combine the two in an attempt to better implement robotic arm obstacle avoidance
planning for dynamic environments.
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